
Adapted	  from	  iMovie	  Rubric,	  Dr.	  Jeremy	  S.	  Wendt,	  Tennesse	  Tech	  University,	  2011

Project Dates: Began Planning: Began Editing: Turned in:

Group Names:

Project Title:

Objectives 5 points 4 points 3 points 2 points Earned 
Points

Storyboard/Planning
Completed storyboard/Shot List/Script 
approved by instructor showing evidence 
of planning

Completed storyboard/Shot List/Script 
completed with very little detail

Elements of Planning are completed 
with very little detail Elements of Planning are missing

Light/Sound
Demonstrated planning for good lighting 
and sound. (very little background 
noise/scenes were easy to see and hear)

Some background noises or 
shadows/poor lighting made scenes 
somewhat viewable

Some background noises and 
shadows/poor lighting made scenes 
somewhat viewable

Background noise detracted from 
movie/scenes were very difficult to 
see or hear

Camera & Images
Video is steady & focused.  Still 
shots/pictures are clearn & not pixelated at 
full screen.

Movie has some unclear scenes or blurry 
images

Movie has some unclear scenes and 
blurry images

Video quality is poor and still images 
are very unclear

Effects, Transitions & 
Titles

Effects, titles & transistions are used 
effectively throughout the movie.  Titles are 
free of spelling & grammatical errors.  It is 
broadcast ready.

Transitions, titles and effects are not 
used consistently.  It is not broadcast 
ready.

Transitions, titles and effects are not 
used consistently. Titles contain 1-2 
spelling/grammatical errors.  It is not 
broadcast ready.

Very few, if any, transistions, titles or 
effects were used.  Titles contain 3 or 
more spelling/grammatical errors.  It is 
not broadcast ready.

Content/Educational 
Value/Collaboration

Has educational value and purpose.  Team 
collaborated well, all members 
participated.

Has some educational value and 
purpose.  Team collaborated well most of 
the timel, all members participated.

Has little educational value and 
purpose.  Team collaborated some of 
the time. Not all team members 
participated.

Little or no educational value or 
purpose, team did not work well 
together, members did not participate.

Music
Appropriate Music was used to fit the 
mood & clips. Fair Use guidelines were 
followed.

Appropriate music was used to fit the 
mood and clips.  Fair Use guidelines 
were not always followed.

Music was included, but did not match 
the clips.Fair Use guidelines were not 
always followed.

Very little, inappropriate or no music.

Credit Screen Music/movie clip source credit was given 
and fair use guidelines were followed.

Most music/movie clip source credit was 
given and fair use guidelines were 
followed.

Some music/movie clilp source credit 
was given, fair use guidelines were not 
followed.

The movie had no credits

Grade: Total Points: /35

Directions:  As a group, self-assess on this rubric by circling the boxes where you feel you have scored.  Turn in all paperwork for project (Storyboard, shot list, camera diagram, list of resources, script, etc.) and 
staple this rubric on top of it.  Turn this packet into the box.  Upload your exported movie using this format Period_LastName (of one group member - circle their name above)_Project Assignment.               
Example:  6EitnerInterview
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35 100%
34 97%
33 94%
32 91%
31 89%
30 86%
29 83%
28 80%
27 77%
26 74%
25 71%
24 69%
23 66%
22 63%
21 60%
20 57%
19 54%
18 51%
17 49%
16 46%
15 43%
14 40%
13 37%
12 34%
11 31%
10 29%

9 26%
8 23%
7 20%
6 17%


